PTE ESSAY – SAMPLE CORRECTION
A large number of deaths are caused by road accidents. Why do so many road accident
occur? Make some recommendations that would help in reducing road accidents.
In today’s modern world road accidents have become one of the major issue, especially in
places with heavy traffic. Road accidents not only cause people to die but also to suffer
damage. Despite this fact, the number of people getting killed in road accidents is on the
rise. This essay will explain why this is happening and suggest measures which might
improve the situation.
Various reasons can be offered to explain why people get killed in road accidents. The first
major reason is reckles driving. Mostly, drivers tend to ignore rules and regulations set to
govern traffic. for instance, over speeding past the limits increases the chances for an
accident to happen, thus jeopardizing the drivers’ life plus pedestrians who are present.
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Secondly, people driving under the influence of alchohol or drugs . Linked to this is the fact
that, drugs interfere to the normal judgment of the brain which lead to miscalculation of
the intended move. For example, when someone is excessively drunk or overdosed, he
not able to visualize road signs and traffic that is coming toward his direction; therefore,
due to poor sight he is at high risk to cause and accident.
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A number of solution can be offered with respect to reducing the course of road accident.
Foremost the government should implement penalties of high amount of money to drivers
who break the law. In addition, educating and creating awareness about drug use and the
risk they pose should be done through advertisement in television, radio, newspapers and
in seminars at work.
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To summarize, road accidents will continue to happen; however, they can be stopped by
following above‐mentioned precaustionary measures they can be completely stopped
from happening.
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The candidate has presented relevant ideas in response to the
task statement. However, the arguments could be organized in a
better way. In addition, there are several issues with sentence
formation, word choice and spelling. Overall, the essay needs
further improvement.
1. Try practicing writing more compound and complex
sentences.
2. Keep improving your vocabulary.
3. Be careful with spelling.
4. Organize ideas in the following ways:
1st main reason – human error
Supporting points: drunken driving, excessive speed, violation
of traffic rules, etc.
2nd main reason: pathetic conditions of roads
Supporting points: muddy/slippery roads, potholes, narrow
roads, etc.
3rd main reason: vehicle roadworthiness
Supporting points: defective brakes, bald tyres, etc.
5. Always proofread the essay after finishing it.
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